This paper describes a graphical specification tool for DiaGen, a diagram editor generator based on hypergraph grammars and hypergraph transformation. The specification tool greatly simplifies the process of specifying and generating diagram editors. It uses an XML-based specification language, and it is an extension of a generic XML editor which offers syntax-directed editing based on the DTD, i.e, syntax specification, of the underlying XML-based language.
Introduction
Diagram editors, i.e., graphical editors for visual languages like UML class diagrams, Petri nets, Statecharts etc., are cumbersome to implement. Therefore, various generators for diagram editors have been proposed and developed that create diagram editors from specifications. GenGEd [1] and VisPro [16] are two of these tools. This paper reports on continued work on the diagram editor generator DiaGen [7] .
DiaGen provides an environment for the rapid development of diagram editors based on hypergraph grammars and hypergraph transformation [7] . It has been used to create editors and environments for a wide variety of diagram languages, e.g., process description languages like Statecharts and Petri nets [3, 9] . Actually we are not aware of a diagram language that cannot be specified so that it can be processed with DiaGen. However, the process of generating a diagram editor required the editor developer to write a textual specification together with some additional Java classes (cf. Section 4). One of the more urgent user requests was to provide a more user-friendly way to specify and generate diagram editors with DiaGen. This paper describes work on satisfying this request by offering a graphical specification tool, called DiaGen designer in the following.
Since DiaGen is not finished work, its specification language and methods are still changing. Hence, a manually programmed DiaGen designer that is difficult to adapt to changes of DiaGen does not make sense. Using a tool like a GUI builder would not help much either. The DiaGen designer should rather automatically (or at least with little human interaction) adapt to changes. This goal has been reached by the following steps:
• The original specification language has been replaced by an XML-based language. As it is common for XML-based languages, its syntax is specified by a Document Type Definition (DTD, cf. section 2).
• A generic graphical editor for XML-based languages has been realized. The main objective for this editor was to hide as much as possible XML-specific features from the user and to provide a dialog-based tool for editing XML documents which guides the user through the editing process. The generic editor uses the DTD of the XML-based language to configure its dialogs and to provide syntax-directed editing to the user. The editor can be further customized in order to take into account aspects that are not contained in the DTD or to improve the editor's visual appearance. The application of this generic editor is not restricted to DiaGen specifications; it can be applied to many XML-based languages.
• The generic XML editor has then been customized for the new XML-based DiaGen specification language and then extended by a generator for creating the diagram editor's Java classes that are specified using the DiaGen designer.
The generic editor is the central aspect of this paper. Of course, there are related approaches. As an example for a commercial generic XML editor, XmlSpy by Altova has to be mentioned [15] . This tool is a complete suite for managing XML-based information. However, its philosophy behind editing XML documents is different from the one described in this paper: XmlSpy makes it always visible to the user that he is editing XML documents; the structure of XML documents is one of the major aspects since this is important for further processing.
The EditorMaker by IBM [2] is similar to the generic editor described in this paper as it is configured by the underlying language's DTD. However, its structure and visualization cannot be further customized. Moreover, the editor opens a new window on the screen for any selected XML node. Hence, users are confronted with lots of different windows when editing XML documents with even a moderately deep structure.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The next section briefly introduces into XML and Document Type Definitions (DTDs). Section 3 then describes the generic editor for XML-based languages, how it is "controlled" by a DTD and how it is customized. Finally, section 4 gives a brief introduction <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <!DOCTYPE moviedb SYSTEM "movies.dtd"> <moviedb owner="L. Kirch" last-change=" May 1, 2002 into DiaGen and discusses the DiaGen designer that extends the generic XML editor. Section 5 concludes the paper.
XML
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the universal format for structured documents and data on the Web. With XML being a subset of SGML, XML has some similarities to HTML. However in contrast to HTML, XML does not define a fixed set of markup tags nor does it give tags a certain meaning. This is left to specific applications and application domains. XML documents are text documents where their markup tags define a tree-like structure on them. As an example see Fig. 1 and its tree structure in Fig. 2 . This tree contains special nodes which are linked by labeled edges: They represent attributes of tags together with their values. This tree structure is termed DOM tree where DOM (Document Object Model) is a platform-independent interface to access and change documents providing a set of objects for representing XML (and HTML) documents.
XML-based exchange formats have been published and proposed already for many data structures (cf. [14] ). Examples are exchange formats for Petri nets, mathematical formulas, chemistry etc. More related examples are the Graph Exchange Language GXL and the Graph Transformation Exchange Language GTXL [5, 12] .
As seen in Fig. 2 specific XML-based language, i.e., the language syntax, are usually specified by a Document Type Definition (DTD). An alternative specification method is using XML Schema that, however, is not yet as widely supported as DTDs.
A DTD is mainly an extended context-free Chomsky grammar using a special syntax. Fig. 3 shows the DTD of the movie database language that has been used for the example in Fig. 1 . Please note that this DTD as a file is referred to in the second line of Fig. 1 . The DTD specifies (1st line) that each XML element moviedb may contain an arbitrary number of movie subtrees, represented by movie*. Moreover, each moviedb element has to have two attributes, owner and last-change which may contain arbitrary text (CDATA). #REQUIRED specifies that those attributes are obligatory. Optional ones are specified #IMPLIED. Moreover, each XML element movie has to have a sequence of three sub-elements (title, director, and summary) where the last one is optional (specified by the ?). Each movie-element has to have a string-valued attribute year and an attribute genre whose value may be one of the enumerated ones. Finally, title, director, and summary may contain arbitrary text. No further sub-elements are allowed.
The example has shown how DTDs allow to specify that XML elements may contain sequences of sub-elements, optional sub-elements, and embedded text. Furthermore, alternatives and mixed contents, i.e., embedded text mixed with XML elements, may be specified, too. For a more detailed description, please see [13] .
A Generic XML Editor
The generic XML editor is a tool with a graphical user interface (GUI) for syntax-directed editing of XML documents based on the DTD of its XMLbased language. The DTD controls how contents are visualized and edited. As a consequence, the language's DTD has to be always present. When editing an existing XML document, its DTD has to be referred to (cf. Fig. 1 ). When editing a new document, the underlying DTD has to be selected first. Of course, this DTD can be fixed when the generic XML editor is used and extended for a specific language (cf. Section 4).
The GUI of the editor comes with the usual appearance of a tree-view of the DOM-tree of the edited XML document on the left and an editing dialog for the selected node of the tree on the right. Fig. 4 shows two snapshots when editing the XML document of Fig. 1 . The tree-view, that allows the usual folding and unfolding of subtrees, is used for navigation in the tree and for selecting specific nodes. The dialog on the right contains editable fields for attributes, child-nodes, and embedded text of the selected XML node on the left. The dialog structure is automatically derived from the selected XML node on the left and its DTD-specification.
The following paragraphs briefly describe how such dialogs are structured and how they are derived from the DTD. Please note that the following paragraphs describe the editor's automatic mode, i.e., without any additional customization as it is described later in this section.
The dialog is a vertical arrangement of editable fields for all attributes and child-nodes of the selected XML node. Each editable field consists of the name of the attribute resp. child-node and the actual editing field.
The actual editing field of an attribute is generally a plain text field for typing in resp. visualizing its value. Attributes with enumeration types (cf. attribute genre in Fig. 3) , however, are visualized by a so-called combo-box, a graphical element that allows the user to select one of the different alternatives (cf. the genre field in the lower screenshot of Fig. 4) .
The actual editing fields of child-nodes depend on the DTD-specification of the current node: #PCDATA contents, i.e., arbitrary text, may be entered in a usual text area whereas mixed contents uses an extended text area with special buttons that allow to select and edit contained XML elements. An arbitrary number of child-nodes, however, is visualized by a table containing the attributes and (abbreviations of) child-nodes of contained nodes (cf. the movie field in the upper screenshot of Fig. 4) . Buttons below the table allow to add, delete, reorder, or to navigate to child-nodes. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the generic XML editor provides the functionality of viewing and editing of XML documents. However, deriving structure and layout of the editor just from the language's DTD is apparently not optimally suited for users who do not want to be aware of the structure of the underlying XML document. For instance, all labels are the ones which are used in the DTD resp. XML document. However, those labels tend to be quite technical. Moreover, they are fixed, i.e., editors that support different native languages cannot be supported. Furthermore, semantic aspects of the underlying XML-based language cannot be reflected by the dialogs' structure. Hence, customization has been made possible for the generic XML editor. The editor is still a syntax-directed editor for the underlying XML-based language, but the layout and structure of its dialogs can be adjusted.
The generic XML editor is customized by a so-called processing instruction in the DTD of the underlying XML-based language. This processing instruction references a configuration file in XML format. Hence, customization of the editor consists of creating the configuration file. Since it is XML-based, too, and has a DTD as a syntax specification, the generic XML editor can be used for creating configuration files. And in order to obtain a customized editor for configuration files, this editor can be used to edit its own configuration file. Fig. 5 shows this customization process and the relations between the involved XML documents and DTDs. The end-user of the customized generic XML editor has to deal only with the "XML editor for XML language A" where A is the underlying XML-based language. The rest of Fig. 5 shows the customization process of this editor resp. of the editor being used for editing the configuration files.
The main part of a configuration file describes for each specified XML element in the DTD how it is shown resp. edited in the editor. The effect of such a customization is shown in Fig. 6 .
• For each XML element, its visualization in the tree-view can be configured.
Its icon and text depending on the element's attributes and sub nodes can be specified. However, it is also possible to completely omit them from the tree view. E.g., sub-elements title, director, and summary are not shown in Fig. 6 .
• The dialog layout can be fully configured. Instead of the un-customized vertical layout, all layouts provided by the Java environment (e.g., tabbed panes or split panes) can be used.
• A large selection of editing fields for attributes and child-nodes is available (e.g., check box, combo box, number editor, color chooser etc.).
• Tables being used for summarizing the set of child-nodes of the selected node are highly customizable, too. Fig. 6 shows an example.
• Labels can be freely chosen, and attribute values can be translated into arbitrary values. Hence, the user is not required to deal with technical names being used in the edited XML document resp. its DTD.
The generic XML editor also provides context sensitive help when specified in the configuration file. Each editable field of the editor may be connected to a section of a help file. As soon as the help key (F1 by default) is pressed, the help section for the editable field below the current mouse position is shown. Moreover, an API allows for extending the generic editor to specialized versions with additional functionality as described in the next section. Finally, even visual editors that have been generated with DiaGen can be incorporated into the editor as editable fields for certain XML nodes. 
XML-based Specification with DiaGen
DiaGen provides an environment for the rapid development of diagram editors. It can be used to create editors for a wide variety of diagram languages, e.g., Statecharts, finite automata, control flow diagrams, Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams, message sequence charts, visual expression diagrams, sequential function charts, and ladder diagrams [6, 7, 9] . Actually we are not aware of a diagram language that cannot be specified so that it can be processed with DiaGen.
Prior to the work presented in this paper, the editor developer -usually using a regular text editor -had to create a textual specification for the syntax and semantics of a diagram language when he had to create an editor for this language. Additional program code which had to be written "manually" had to be supplied too. This was necessary for the visual representation of diagram components on the screen, and for processing objects of the problem domain, e.g., for semantic processing when the editor is used as a component in another software system. The specification was then translated into Java classes 2 by the program generator. The diagram editor then consisted of these generated classes together with the "manually" supplied ones and the DiaGen editor framework, as a collection of Java classes, which provides the generic functionality needed for editing and analyzing diagrams. Fig. 7 illustrates this process.
Instead of supplying a textual specification together with additional Java classes that have to be programmed by hand, the generic XML editor has been used for creating the DiaGen designer. Fig. 8 shows how it is used for creating an editor for a specific diagram language. The DiaGen designer allows to specify all aspects of the diagram language's visual components. The user interacts now solely with the designer. He no longer has to supply additional Java classes. The actual specification is managed as an XML document that is translated into Java classes by the DiaGen designer's generator. The DiaGen-editor-framework completes the generated editor.
The DiaGen designer is an extension of the generic XML editor that has been customized for an XML-based specification language which stems from the original DiaGen specification language (cf. [7, 10] ). The following paragraphs survey the DiaGen designer and its way to support specifications. Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of DiaGen designer. A specification consists of the following main sections that are also the XML elements just "below" the top-level element of the XML-based specification.
• Visual components of the diagram languages: Directed graphs as a visual language, e.g., have circles and arrows as visual components; circles visualize nodes whereas edges are represented by arrows.
• Relations between visual components: Visual components have to be related in a certain way in order to yield a valid diagram. In directed graphs, e.g., each arrow has to start and to end at a circle's border. These relations have to be specified in this section. DiaGen editors (i.e., editors that have been generated by DiaGen) represent visual components together with the relations among them by hypergraphs. Details can be found in [7] .
• Links: These are additional hyperedge types of the internal hypergraph model. They are used for, e.g., connecting labeling text to visual components.
• Terminal and nonterminal edge types: The diagram language is mainly specified by a hypergraph grammar which makes use of such terminal and nonterminal edges. Each of these edges may carry attributes which are specified in this section, too.
• When diagrams are edited using a DiaGen editor, they are internally analyzed in a compiler-like fashion. They are first translated into the internal hypergraph which is then lexically analyzed by a so-called reducer [7] . The reducer's functionality is specified in this section by specifying its reduction rules that are essentially graph transformation rules.
• Hypergraph grammar: After reducing the internal hypergraph, it is syntactically analyzed, i.e., parsed with respect to a hypergraph grammar which has to be specified in this section. Each grammar production (for a screenshot see Fig. 10 ) consists of the actual production together with its attribute evaluation rules, attached constraints that are used for automatic layout, and additional (programmed) conditions that must hold if this production is used.
• Operations for structured editing: Each DiaGen editor supports free-hand editing, i.e., it can be used like a usual drawing tool. Diagram analysis distinguishes correct diagrams from invalid ones and provides visual feedback to the editor user. However, free-hand editing is often to fussy; structured editing provides easier ways for editing diagrams. Structured editing is specified by editing operations that are specified in this final section.
Compared to the previous approach to generate diagram editors with DiaGen (cf. Fig. 7 ), specification and generation of visual components is the most novel aspect. As each DiaGen editor is a free-hand editor, the specification of a visual component has to consist of the following sections (cf. Fig. 9 ).
• Class custom code: Each component is represented by a Java class which is completely generated by the DiaGen designer. However, if it might turn out that the generated class has to provide additional functionality, e.g., if the generated diagram editor is used as part of a larger system, arbitrary Java code can be added to this section. Contents of this section are then just copied to the generated class.
• State: The current state of a component on the screen is determined by its parameters for layout (e.g., position on the screen, size, etc.) and other member attributes of the generated Java class. These are specified in this section.
• Attachment areas: Each visual component has a specific number of areas where a component can be related to other components. In directed graphs, e.g., arrows have their end points as attachment areas (attachment points, actually) whereas circles have their border-lines as attachment areas.
• Handles: They are provided by every drawing tool for modifying the position or size of a visual component. A handle is generally shown as a small gray rectangle on the screen. When it is dragged with the mouse, its visual component is modified accordingly. An arrow usually has two handles, one at each of its end points. This section contains specifications of such handles. For each handle it has to be specified where it is positioned and what happens to the component's parameters when the handle is moved.
• Graphics: This section specifies a sequence of graphics primitives (e.g., lines, ovals, text) which have to be drawn on the screen in order to visualize the component. The parameters of these primitives are specified as expressions on the component's parameters.
Generation of visual components is a completely new feature of the DiaGen designer. However, the designer reuses the generator of Fig. 7 for generating Java classes that implement the remaining aspects of the diagram editor. The designer just acts as a front-end for this generator. Basically, the DiaGen designer collects information from the XML-based specification and creates textual specifications according to the previous, textual DiaGen specification language which is then fed into the generator. However, this process is completely transparent to the user. Specification errors that are detected by the generator are listed in a message window. The DiaGen designer automatically navigates to the corresponding editing dialog when the user selects such an error message.
Reusing the generator has simplified the process of realizing the DiaGen designer. It has also made sure that DiaGen editors that are generated by the designer are equivalent to the ones generated with the generator (except the reduced efforts for creating the visual components). However, reduction rules, hypergraph grammar productions, and structured editing operations -although they are inherently visual constructs -still have to be specified textually. As a next step towards visual specification of DiaGen editors, we will specify and generate visual editors for them and include these editors into the DiaGen designer. This intention was the main motivation for the generic XML editor's capability of allowing to use DiaGen editors as plugins.
Conclusion
The paper has surveyed a generic editor for XML-based languages using a graphical user interface. The structure of the edited XML document is -as usual -visualized by a tree. The way how editing dialogs for each of the XML elements look like is controlled by the syntactic structure of the language, i.e., its DTD. However, these dialogs and all the other aspects of the editor are highly customizable. In fact, since customization is done by providing XMLbased configuration files, the same (customized) generic editor can be used for customizing the editor.
This generic XML editor has been used for creating a specification tool for DiaGen that now allows to completely specify and generate diagram editors using this graphical tool. Prior to this solution the editor developer had to write a textual specification file together with additional Java code in order to specify diagram editors. This has been greatly simplified. The graphical userinterface with its dedicated dialogs asks explicitely for specification details. The tool's context-sensitive help further assists the editor developer in his task.
However, this is not completed work. Inherently visual constructs of each specification, e.g., hypergraph grammar productions, still have to be specified textually. These specifications will be replaced by visual ones by a kind of bootstrapping process in future work: Visual editors will be specified and generated with this tool in order to extend the specification tool to a completely visual specification tool.
In the future, other specification techniques will be incorporated. E.g., graph schemas instead of hypergraph grammars will be included as an alternative way to specify diagram syntax [8] . Moreover, the current way of specifying structured editing operations will be replaced by a more general programming language DiaPlan based on hypergraph transformation that is still ongoing work [4] .
